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made by ethnic, religious and minority groups to establish, resist, or modify language policies.

More on www.springer.com/10993
1568-4555 (print version)
1573-1863 (electronic version)

Criminology & Criminal Justice

Asian Journal of Criminology
An Interdisciplinary Journal on Crime, Law and Deviance in Asia

The Asian Journal of Criminology advances the study of criminology and criminal justice, promoting evidence-based public policy in crime prevention, and comparative studies on crime and criminal justice. The Journal provides a platform for discussion and exchange of ideas among criminologists, policymakers, and practitioners, by publishing papers relating to crime, crime prevention, criminal law, medico-legal topics and the administration of criminal justice in Asian countries. The focus is on theoretical and methodological papers with an emphasis on evidence-based, empirical research addressing crime in Asian contexts. It presents research from a broad variety of methodological traditions, including quantitative, qualitative, historical, and comparative methods. Its multi-disciplinary approach spans a range of disciplines, including criminology, criminal justice, law, sociology, psychology, forensic science, social work, urban studies, history, and geography.

More on www.springer.com/10611
0925-4994 (print version)
1573-0751 (electronic version)

European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research

The European Journal on Criminal Policy and Research monitors crime trends in today’s enlarged Europe and beyond. The focus of its peer-reviewed coverage is on understanding crime in different geographical and socio-economic contexts, on presenting innovative crime prevention policies and practices, and on following legislative and institutional change. Discussion includes the trade-off between security and rights and ways to optimize the effectiveness of criminal justice systems with respect to human and civil rights. Recognizing that criminal justice systems are not the only method for dealing with crime, the journal also devotes attention to alternative policies and practices. Its four annual issues include two the-
matic issues and two that are open to various contributions.

More on www.springer.com/10610
0928-1371 (print version)
1572-9869 (electronic version)

Editor-in-Chief: L. Mazerolle
Editor, Systematic Reviews: D.B. Wilson

Journal of Experimental Criminology

The Journal of Experimental Criminology focuses on high quality experimental and quasi-experimental research in the development of evidence based crime and justice policy. The journal is committed to the advancement of the science of systematic reviews and experimental methods in criminology and criminal justice. The journal publishes empirical papers, reviews of substantive criminal justice problems, and methodological papers on experimentation and systematic review. Coverage ranges across the broad array of scientific disciplines that are concerned with crime and justice problems. Ranked 18/253 in Law in the 2010 SCImago Journal & Country Rank (SJR); Structured Abstracts: The journal now requires structured abstracts for all submissions. Please see the Instructions for Authors for more detailed information.

More on www.springer.com/11292
1573-3750 (print version)
1572-8315 (electronic version)

Editor-in-Chief: S. Jenkins
Associate Editors: A. Brandolini; V. Dardanoni; B. Zheng; C. García-Penalosa
Founding Editor: J. Silber
Associate Editor: M. Jäntti

The Journal of Economic Inequality

The Journal of Economic Inequality provides a forum for economic investigations and analyses of the numerous questions regarding economic and social inequalities, both at the theoretical and the empirical level. Moreover, it explores the policy implications of the field’s research findings. Among the topics addressed in the journal is the inequality of earnings and household incomes in the Western world. Moreover, the journal investigates the gap between rich and poor countries. Lastly, it examines inequalities in educational opportunities, health care, morbidity, and mortality, both within and between countries. Officially cited as: J Econ Inequal

More on www.springer.com/10888
1569-1721 (print version)
1573-8701 (electronic version)

Economic Policy

Economics

Economics of Governance

Economics of Governance accepted by ISI! It will first appear with an Impact Factor in the 2012 Journal Citation Reports (JCR), published in June 2013. Economics of Governance fosters research at many levels of governance, including corporations, non-profit organizations, local and federal governments, and international organizations. Applications examined in the journal include the internal organization of firms, corporate governance, the private provision of public goods, local public policies, relations across levels of government, public expenditure and regulation, and problems of credibility and enforcement of international agreements. Interdisciplinary contributions come from economists, organizational scholars, and political scientists. Moreover, the journal features several approaches to help readers gain new insights and perspectives on current topics in the field, including formal theoretical analysis, systematic observation,
Environmental Economics

**Journal of Bioeconomics**

Encourages creative dialogue between biologists and economists; presents paradigms, tools and discussion in pursuit of truly interdisciplinary research. Published in association with the International Society for Bioeconomics.

**Aims and Scope**

The Journal of Bioeconomics is devoted to creative interdisciplinary dialogues between biologists and economists. It promotes the mutual exchange of theories, methods, and data where biology can help explaining economic behavior and the nature of the human economy; and where economics is conducive to understanding the economy of nature. The Journal invites contributions relevant to the bioeconomic agenda from economic fields such as behavioral economics, biometric studies, neuroeconomics, consumer studies, ecological economics, evolutionary economics, evolutionary game theory, political economy, and ethnicity studies. From biology, the Journal welcomes contributions from, among others, evolutionary biology, systematic biology, behavioral ecology, ethology, paleobiology, and sociobiology. The scholarly discussion also covers selected topics from behavioral sciences, cognitive science, evolutionary anthropology, evolutionary psychology, epistemology, and ethics. Officially cited as: *J Bioecon*

More on [www.springer.com/10818](http://www.springer.com/10818)

1387-6996 (print version)

1573-6989 (electronic version)

---

**International Environmental Agreements: Politics, Law and Economics**

International Environmental Agreements: Politics, Law and Economics is a peer-reviewed, multi-disciplinary journal that focuses on the theoretical, methodological and practical dimensions of cooperative solutions to international environmental problems. The Journal explores both formal legal agreements such as multilateral treaties, and less formal cooperative mechanisms such as ministerial declarations and producer–consumer agreements. The journal’s scope encompasses a wide range of environmental and natural resource issues, including biosafety, biodiversity loss, climate change, desertification, forest conservation, ozone depletion, transboundary pollutant flows, and the management of marine and freshwater resources. The journal provides a forum on the role of political, economic, and legal considerations in the negotiation and implementation of effective governance strategies.

More on [www.springer.com/40309](http://www.springer.com/40309)

2195-2248 (electronic version)
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**History of Science**

**European Journal of Futures Research**

The European Journal of Futures Research is a peer-reviewed open access journal published under the brand SpringerOpen. It publishes original research papers on all aspects of foresight and futures studies. Welcomes (inter-)disciplinary articles on society, politics, economy and science and technology, in particular from European and/or comparative perspectives; encourages empirical, theoretical and/or methodological contributions; strengthens networking and community building among scholars engaged in European futures studies. This journal provides an international platform for leading and upcoming scholarly work on possible, probable and desirable European and global futures. We invite submissions of articles focusing on both interdisciplinary and disciplinary studies on future developments in society, politics, economy and science and technology. The journal publishes empirically oriented articles as well as contributions of a more methodological, epistemological or theoretical nature. Envisioning a common future, the journal welcomes lively debates on European affairs – viewed against the backdrop of a shared, yet diverse and complicated history. The journal seeks to foster comprehensive analyses of key European policies, such as those for research and education - among others. A central objective of the journal is to strengthen European dimensions of futures studies. All research articles are subject to double-blind peer review.

More on [www.springer.com/12132](http://www.springer.com/12132)

1874-6330 (electronic version)

1015-3802 (print version)
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**Urban Forum**

This journal addresses the broad developmental issues of urbanization in the Third World, providing a distinctive African focus on the subject. It examines urban societies from a variety of perspectives, including: issues of local governance, the role of city planning in free market systems, and the impact of multiethnic and multicultural formations in urban affairs. Urban Forum makes a special effort to examine specific cities in developing nations as legal and cultural entities in their own right. It functions as a core journal in sociology, political science and economics, as well as urban studies.

More on [www.springer.com/12132](http://www.springer.com/12132)

1015-3802 (print version)

1874-6330 (electronic version)
Human Rights

Human Rights Review

Human Rights Review is an interdisciplinary journal which provides a scholarly forum in which human rights issues and their underlying empirical, theoretical and philosophical foundations are explored. The journal seeks to place human rights practices and policies within a theoretical perspective in order to link empirical research to broader human rights issues. Human Rights Review welcomes submissions from all academic areas in order to foster a wide-ranging dialogue on issues of concern to both the academic and the policy-making communities. The journal is receptive to submissions drawing from diverse methodologies and approaches including case studies, quantitative analysis, legal scholarship and philosophical discourse in order to provide a comprehensive discussion concerning human rights issues.

More on www.springer.com/11211
0885-7466 (print version)
1573-6725 (electronic version)

Political Science, general

Constitutional Political Economy

Constitutional Political Economy offers a forum for research in the broad area of constitutional analysis, which lies at the intersection of several approaches in modern economics, sharing a common interest in the systematic integration of the institutional dimension - the study of political, legal and moral institutions - into economic analysis. Grounded in economics, Constitutional Political Economy is explicitly interdisciplinary. It encourages exchange and dialogue extending across a range of social sciences, including law, philosophy, political science and sociology. The journal publishes theoretical and empirical research, as well as contributions to constitutional policy issues. Officially cited as: Const Polit Econ

More on www.springer.com/10602
1043-4062 (print version)
1572-9966 (electronic version)

Personality and Social Psychology

Studies in East European Thought

Studies in East European Thought provides a forum for Western-language writings on philosophy and philosophers who identify with the history and cultures of East and Central Europe, including Russia, Ukraine, and the Baltic States. The contents include descriptive, critical, comparative, and historical studies of individuals, schools, currents, and institutions whose work and influence are widely regarded in their own environments to be philosophical or provide insight into the socio-cultural conditions of philosophical life in Eastern Europe. Coverage includes concepts of the social, the cultural and the political, following the demise of Marxism-Leninism; foundational questions in metaphysics and epistemology; the standing of 'culture theory' (e.g., Russian 'kul’turologija'); the reception of Western theories and methods as well as intellectual traditions; the reassessment of 'local' intellectual traditions; ethics, moral theory, theology and religious studies, and much more.

More on www.springer.com/11212
0925-9392 (print version)
1573-0948 (electronic version)

Social Justice Research

Social Justice Research publishes original papers that have broad implications for social scientists investigating the origins, structures, and consequences of justice in human affairs. The journal encompasses justice-related research work using traditional and novel approaches, and spanning the social sciences and beyond: psychology, sociology, anthropology, economics, social policy research, political science, law, management science, and others. This multidisciplinary approach advances the integration of diverse social science perspectives. In addition to original research papers - theoretical, empirical, and methodological - the journal publishes book reviews and, from time to time, special thematic issues. Social Justice Research is the official journal of ISJR: the International Society for Justice Research. A Quarterly Journal2-Year Impact Factor: 0.905 (2013)5-Year Impact Factor: 1.724 (2013)Section "Psychology, Social": Rank 43 out of 60Section "Sociology": Rank 63 out of 137SCImago Journal and Country Rank (SJR) 2013.414Sociology and Political Science 330 out of 902Anthropology 71 out of 255Law 159 out of 458SJIR is a measure of the journal’s relative impact in its field, based on its number of citations and number of articles per publication year. For more information, visit: http://www.scimagojr.com/index.php

More on www.springer.com/11210
1874-6284 (electronic version)
1096-6838 (print version)

Political Philosophy

Editor-in-Chief: E.M. Swiderski

East Asia

An International Quarterly

East Asia examines the interplay between the politics and culture that underlies major developments in China, Japan, Korea, and the Pacific Rim. It offers a unique, transnational approach to political, economic, and cultural issues. This international quarterly focuses on the complex and subtle influences these nations exert upon one another. East Asia examines the competition, assimilation, and tensions that shape events in the region today and for years to come.

More on www.springer.com/12140
1096-6838 (print version)
1874-6284 (electronic version)
European Journal of Political Research
Official Journal of the European Consortium for Political Research

More on www.springer.com/11112
0304-4130 (print version)
1475-6765 (electronic version)

European View

European View is the policy journal of the Centre for European People’s Party. It is an intellectual platform for politicians, opinion makers and academics that tackles contemporary themes of European politics, focusing on one specific theme in each issue. The journal contributes to the debate on the most important fields of European and international politics. What makes the European View unique is its hybrid nature – its capacity to involve both esteemed academics and experts on the one hand, and high level politicians and decision makers on the other. Presidents and Prime ministers are regular visiting authors of the European View. is the policy journal of the Centre for European Studies, the official think tank of the European People’s Party. It is an intellectual platform for politicians, opinion makers and academics that tackles contemporary themes of European politics, focusing on one specific theme in each issue. The journal contributes to the debate on the most important fields of European and international politics. What makes the European View unique is its hybrid nature – its capacity to involve both esteemed academics and experts on the one hand, and high level politicians and decision makers on the other. Presidents and Prime ministers are regular visiting authors of the European View.

More on www.springer.com/12290
1781-6858 (print version)
1865-5831 (electronic version)

International Journal of Dharma Studies

International Journal of Dharma Studies aims to (i) investigate, present, and envision the shared and distinct categories of the life-worlds of the Indic Religions, globally, in a (ii) multidisciplinary format with articles from Religious Studies, Philosophy, Ethics, Cultural Studies, Musicology, Film, Contemporary Issues, Sociology, Anthropology, and the Arts, within (iii) a structure that maintains the rigors of conventional academic discourse, but adds methodological contextualization and investigative, epistemic, hermeneutical and evaluative perspectives from these religious and cultural traditions (iv) in conversation with the world’s religions and the concerns of our time.

More on www.springer.com/40613
2196-8802 (electronic version)

Journal of Chinese Political Science

The Journal of Chinese Political Science (JCPS) is a refereed academic journal that publishes theoretical, policy, and empirical research articles on Chinese politics across the whole spectrum of political science. Coverage in the journal emphasizes Chinese domestic politics and foreign policy in comparative perspectives. The journal also features papers on different aspects of contemporary China when these relate closely to Chinese politics, political economy, political culture, reform and opening, development, the military, law and legal system, foreign relations, and other important issues of political significance.

More on www.springer.com/11366
1080-6954 (print version)
1874-6357 (electronic version)

Policy Sciences

Integrating Knowledge and Practice to Advance Human Dignity

With an interdisciplinary and international focus, Policy Sciences encourages a diversity of perspectives. The editors especially welcome conceptual and empirical innovation, together with the potential richness and insight of comparative orientation. The journal offers articles that examine the normative aspects of policy sciences; conceptual articles addressing concrete policy issues; articles on particularly controversial pieces of analysis; opposing perspectives, including critiques and rejoinders on articles already published, which open the journal to an exchange of views rather than restricting it to pure presentation; and special issues that analyze specific topics in depth. Policy Sciences favors, but does not publish exclusively, works that either explicitly or implicitly utilize the policy sciences framework. The policy sciences are a distinctive subset within the policy movement in that they embrace the traditions of innovated and elaborated by Harold D. Lasswell and Myers S. McDougal. The policy sciences can be applied to articles with greater or lesser intensity to accommodate the focus of an author’s work. At the minimum, this means taking a problem oriented, multi-method or contextual approach. For additional direction authors may consult our Aims and Scope section: http://www.springer.com/social+sciences/political+science/journal/11077. Officially cited as: Policy Sci

More on www.springer.com/11077
0032-2687 (print version)
1573-0891 (electronic version)

Political Behavior

Political Behavior publishes original research in the general fields of political behavior, institutions, processes, and policies. Coverage focuses on conventional and unconventional political behavior of individuals or small groups, and of large organizations.
that participate in the political process such as parties, interest groups, political action committees, governmental agencies, and mass media. As an interdisciplinary journal, Political Behavior integrates a variety of analytical approaches across different levels of theoretical abstraction and empirical domain. The exploration includes economic perspectives in preference structuring and bargaining; psychological aspects of attitude, motivations and perceptions; sociological orientation of roles, group or class; or political stance in decision making, coalitions and influence. Officially cited as: Polit Behav Published in association with the Elections, Public Opinion, and Voting Behavior section of the American Political Science Association. http://www.apsanet.org/~elections/

More on www.springer.com/11109
0190-9320 (print version)
1573-6687 (electronic version)

Public Organization Review
A Global Journal

Public Organization Review seeks to advance knowledge of public organizations around the world. Its focus is on ‘public’, broadly defined, to include governmental, non-profit, and non-governmental organizations, and their impacts on human life and society, as well as their influence in shaping human civilization. The Review publishes empirical, theoretical, analytical and historical articles of high academic quality that contribute to the advancement of understanding ‘public’ organizations. Of particular interest are (1) studies of public organizations and their administration at all levels of analysis; (2) studies of intra and interorganizational relationships, including interactions with private corporations, non-profit, and non-governmental organizations; (3) studies of state and society, politics and market, social change and public organizations, and globalization and national governance/administration; (4) studies of organizational theory, behavior, change, development, leadership, policy, and management; (5) studies of organization-elite, organizational elite-mass citizens, and public-private sector interface; and (6) studies that further the cause of the common good and contribute to a humane civilization. This journal is significant as it focuses on public organizations at every level anywhere in the world. The Journal is unique in that it is published, in English, four times a year. Following the standard, anonymous-referee procedure, all manuscripts are subject to the review of the Editor and the Editorial Board. The journal commits itself to a timely response. Officially cited as: Public Organiz Rev

More on www.springer.com/11115
1566-7170 (print version)
1573-7098 (electronic version)

Public Finance & Economics

Editor-in-Chief: W.F. Shughart II
Founding Editor: G. Tullock
Associate Editors: P. Kurrid-Klitgaard; P.T. Leeson; G. Vanberg

Public Choice

Public Choice studies the intersection between economics and political science. The journal plays a central role in fostering exchange between economists and political scientists, enabling both communities to explain and learn from each other’s perspectives. This journal’s roots are in the application of economic methods to problems normally dealt with by political scientists. While it retains strong traces of economic methodology, currently it also addresses newly developed, effective techniques that are not within the domain of economists. Officially cited as: Public Choice

More on www.springer.com/11127
0048-5829 (print version)
1573-7101 (electronic version)

The Review of Austrian Economics

The Review of Austrian Economics has two broadly conceived objectives: (1) to promote the development and extension of Austrian economics and (2) to promote the analysis of contemporary issues in the mainstream of economics from an Austrian perspective. Officially cited as: Rev Austrian Econ

More on www.springer.com/11138
0889-3047 (print version)
1573-7128 (electronic version)

Public International Law

ERA Forum
Journal of the Academy of European Law

ERA Forum is a quarterly legal journal published by the Academy of European Law in keeping with its mission to build understanding and promote good practice of European law. Distinct aspects of European law are highlighted either by selecting one or more thematic focal points for a regular issue or by publishing a special issue. Articles published in the journal are drawn primarily from the most outstanding presentations delivered at ERA’s conferences. The conference provides a “market test,” ensuring the journal’s quality and relevance. Frequently cited in other journals, ERA Forum is thoroughly European, from the composition of its editorial and advisory boards to the selection of its contributors. Most articles are published in English; however, articles in French and German are also included with English summaries. Officially cited as: ERA Forum

More on www.springer.com/12027
1612-3093 (print version)
1863-9038 (electronic version)

Quality of Life Research
Social Sciences (general)

Asia Europe Journal
Studies on Common Policy Challenges

The Asia-Europe Journal is a quarterly journal dedicated to publishing quality academic papers and policy discourses on common challenges facing Asia and Europe. The journal welcomes academically and intellectually rigorous research papers as well as topical policy briefs and thought pieces on issues of bi-regional interest, including management and political economy, innovation, security studies, regional and global governance, as well as on relevant socio-cultural developments and historical events. Officially cited as: Asia Eur J

More on www.springer.com/11482
1871-2584 (print version)
1610-2932 (electronic version)

Religious Studies

International Journal of Hindu Studies

The International Journal of Hindu Studies offers a scholarly exploration of topics in Hindu studies, fostering new work in neglected areas, alternative perspectives, and the exchange of information. The journal supports critical inquiries, hermeneutical interpretative proposals, and historical investigations into all aspects of Hindu traditions. Publishing articles that advance scholarship in all aspects of Hindu studies, the journal emphasizes areas of research that have cross-disciplinary relevance or set forth new implications for this emerging field. Comparative and theoretical articles span a broad range of disciplines in the humanities and social sciences.

More on www.springer.com/11407
1022-4556 (print version)
1574-9282 (electronic version)

The Review of International Organizations

The Review of International Organizations publishes original scientific contributions analyzing the operations and policies of agencies such as the International Monetary Fund, the World Trade Organization, the Group of 7, the World Bank, NATO, the World Health Organization, the European Court of Human Rights, the UN, and similar institutions. Its focus extends to governmental organizations, as well as international non-governmental organizations (NGOs). Beyond formal organizations, the Review presents papers on softer institutions and networks of international cooperation, including APEC, the Global Development Network, and the International Competition Forum. The journal offers studies based on modern economic, political economic, and international relations theories, using quantitative or qualitative methods. The RIO has a comment section where it invites comments to articles published in the Review of International Organizations and elsewhere. Replication is particularly encouraged. Review time from submission to first decision: 31 days (Average number of days between the date the manuscript was received and the first decision, 2013) Officially cited as: Rev Int Organ

More on www.springer.com/11558
1559-7431 (print version)
1559-744X (electronic version)

VOLUNTAS: International Journal of Voluntary and Nonprofit Organizations

The official journal of the International Society for Third-Sector Research (ISTR), Voluntas is an interdisciplinary journal that provides a central forum for worldwide research in the area between the state, market, and household sectors. The journal combines full-length articles with shorter research notes (reflecting the latest developments in the field) and book reviews. Voluntas is essential reading for all those engaged in research on the Third Sector (voluntary and nonprofit organizations) including economists, lawyers, political scientists, psychologists, sociologists, and social and public policy analysts. It presents leading-edge academic argument around civil society issues in a style that is accessible to practitioners and policymakers. Articles are published in English with abstracts in French, German, Spanish, Japanese, Chinese, and Arabic.

2-Year Impact Factor: .750 (2013) Officially cited as: Voluntas
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0957-8765 (print version)
1573-7888 (electronic version)
Sociology, general

Journal of African American Studies

The Journal of African American Studies examines topics concerning social transformations that impact the life chances of continental Africans and the African diaspora. It publishes original research on issues of professional and disciplinary concern for the social progress of people of African descent. The journal features empirical, methodological, and theoretical papers as well as literary criticism. It covers the full spectrum of this interdisciplinary field, containing diverse methods and perspectives that include anthropology, art, economics, law, literature, management science, political science, psychology, sociology, social policy research, and others. SCImago Journal and Country Rank (SJR) 2013 0.212

More on www.springer.com/12111

1559-1646 (print version)
1936-4741 (electronic version)

Society

Founded in 1962, the journal Society publishes new ideas and research findings drawn from all the social sciences, and presented in a readable and useful manner. It is aimed at decision makers and others concerned with trends in modern society. Each issue features a special symposium and policy-relevant research, as well as reviews of significant new books. Articles in Society span the social sciences, including sociology, political science, economics, psychology, and anthropology. Society attracts an interdisciplinary readership of social scientists and others with a proven interest in social and political issues.
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